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Everyone loves LEGO toys! Named Toy of the Century by Fortune magazine, the subject of a

bestselling book series, and beloved by generations of boys and girls, these iconic plastic bricks

offer virtually limitless creative potential. LEGO: The Calendar is a lively celebration of the classic

toy: Londonâ€™s Tower Bridge. A forest rangersâ€™ mountain outpost. A medieval castle, host to

the jousting match of the century. The astonishingly detailed creations will make you smile with their

sheer ingenuity. The photos are accompanied by text filled with historical lore and real-life stories of

spectacular constructions from around the world.
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If you love Lego you will throughly enjoy the creative Lego possibilities on the pages for each and

every month. They include yext, triva, historical lore, and descripitions of the best creations of Lego.

Enjoy every month and dream the Greatest visions that you might build from Legos. Go off and

build!

If you are a Lego fan, you will love the calendar -- it's Lego. But I personally liked the pictures from

the 2012 calendar better. These pictures just seemed to be the standard Lego pictures of the

standard sets they sell, with the exception of two -- the sphinx and the Lego contest winner. Also, I

had thought that the whole calendar was going to be Lego contest winners -- original designs -- but

only the top contest winner got a place in one of the months. The honorable mention was featured in

a small image on the bottom of the calendar. If my kids are still into Legos next year, we will again

buy the calendar. But I hope that next year's calendar will have more originality to it, and it will not



just be a large advertisement for Lego products.

This calendar is great for a lego lover in your family. I gave it as a gift so I didn't get to see all the

designs, but I believe they were primarily architectural. It did feel very sturdy and was a standard

size calendar.

I don't buy calendars for our home anymore, but my kid wanted this Lego calendar so badly last

year, so we bought it. I think this is a great idea because it helps him learn days and months and he

can view really cool Lego creations each month, so while I don't have a calendar I think it's an

important neat thing for my kids

I purchased this calendar for my 10-year old son. He is a Lego fanatic and currently, has set his

sights on being the next certified Lego designer (there are only 7 in the world). Thought this might

be a fun way for him to see his passion everyday when he looks at his calendar. The pictures are

vibrant; details clear and really fun fast facts too.

I bought this to cut the pictures out and hang up in my son's room and they look awesome. I didn't

care for the spinx one but my son says it is his favorite. Excellent product, very happy with it.

This calendar is a whole lot easier on the feet. You can't step on it because it's on the wall, andhe's

to busy x-ing on the Legos he already has. I think he likes it

My son loves legos; which made buying this calendar easy. Each month is a different design that

gets my son's wheels spinning on what he is going to create next.
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